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Abstract: - Denial-of-service (DoS) attacks occur when the attacks are from a single source, whereas 

Distributed Denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks occur when many compromised systems flood the resources or 

bandwidth of a target system. Although we cannot alleviate the denial-of-service or distributed denial-of-service 

attacks entirely, we can limit the attacks by controlling the Transfer flow. In this paper, we propose a Prototype 

analyzer and Transfer scheduler scheme that   analyzes the Transfer Prototype to distinguish the legitimate 

Transfer with that of attack Transfer and effectively schedule the Transfer for better bandwidth usage, providing 

Quality-of-Service (QoS) for the legitimate user. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 Attackers take the advantages of the principles of the Internet such as openness, assessability, resources 

sharing and so on, to launch Distributed Denial-of-service flooding attacks (or bandwidth Utilization Attacks).  

Flood packets are generated by hundreds or thousands of compromised machines, called Zombie. Here the 

attacker’s goal is not to break into the target system but to overwhelm its resources and make it unavailable to 

the legitimate user. So there is a need to effectively manage the malicious user and the legitimate user. Two 

features of DDoS attacks hold back the advancement of managing the users. First, it is hard to differentiate 

between DDoS attack Transfer and legitimate Transfer. There is a lack of an effective differentiation mechanism 
that results in minimal collateral damage for legitimate Transfer. Second, the sources of DDoS attacks are also 

not easy to find in a distributed environment. Therefore, it is difficult to stop a DDoS attack effectively. The 

objective of this research is to control unwanted flow by separating the attack Transfer and legitimate Transfer.  

 To prevent attacks, according to [2], one may adopt methods such as intrusion detection system (IDS) 

[3] or firewalls, which are effective for known attacks or IP addresses. Other methods including packet filtering, 

packet marking, and ICMP Traceback [4][5][6] messages, which are effective for identifying sources of attacks 

and instituting protection measures but are not easy to be deployed since they need supporting routers to 

maintain information regarding packets that pass through them. A pushback method [7] categorizes packets into 

“good Transfer”, “bad Transfer”, and “poor Transfer” packets. It analyzes bad Transfer packets and sends 

signals to upstream routers to control the flow of suspicious packets. If the router cannot correctly categorize 

packets, it affects flows of all packets through it. Since the normal packets are possible to use the same flow-
controlled route to the server, the bandwidth allocated to normal users is also affected. Attacks on the networks, 

particularly, denial of service (DoS) and DDoS attacks, will paralyze services. We must protect the normal user 

by removing the malicious attacks on the network. 

  

II. NETWORK TOPOLOGY 
Consider a sample topology as shown in figure below, 
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The topology considered is similar to the one used traditionally to depict a typical router based network 

in the Internet. It shows four attackers flooding the victim over a simplistic version of a well connected core 

(grey nodes). The connected core generally forwards the Transfer through them; the attackers flood the network 
by utilizing the core. The arrows show the attack propagation path. Thus, the network is prone to attacks. 

 

III. PROPOSED SCHEME 
 To effectively manage the users, we propose a Transfer scheduler scheme with the combination of 

Prototype analyzer. This defending scheme consists of the following modules: 

 Address Verifier. 

 Session Valuator. 

 Prototype Analyzer. 

 Transfer Scheduler. 

 
Figure 1: Block Diagram of the Proposed Scheme 

The Transfer was checked by the address Verifier for the known attackers. It monitors the Transfer 

flow and drops any black listed attack packets are found. This blacklist is updated periodically as a new attacker 

was identified. This helps in the early stage mitigation of DoS and DDoS attacks. 

After verifying the address the session valuator comes into picture. It analyzes Transfer sessions for 
abnormalities. It considers previous session records for analyzing and logs present session’s information into the 

session record. If it finds any abnormality then it is considered of having attack traces, because attack Transfer 

disturbs the normal flow. When any changes are observed the Transfer was forwarded to the Prototype analyzer. 

The Prototype analyzer contains a legitimate profile, which does not refer to the session behavior.  

Instead it contains the legitimate user behavior. This legitimate user profile was renewed periodically, so as to 

adapt to the environment. On the basis of the user profile the Transfer was distinguished.   If any violation was 

found, the Prototype analyzer forwards the Transfer into the test zone; else the Transfer is forwarded into the 

safe zone. The Transfer in the safe zone is considered to be of the legitimate users, so it is forwarded directly to 

the Transfer scheduler providing Quality-of-service (QoS) to the legitimate user. Where as, the Transfer in the 

test zone was prompted for authentication. The authentication was a simple real time signature. If the test 

condition is failed, then the corresponding packets were dropped and this user address was updated in the 
blacklist. If it test condition is fulfilled the Transfer is forwarded to the Transfer scheduler.  

The Transfer forwarded into the Transfer scheduler was scheduled in a timely fashion such that the 

Transfer from the safe zone was allocated with more bandwidth. If the available bandwidth is more and Transfer 

is low from the safe zone then it is balanced with the Transfer from test zone. That is, more bandwidth is 
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allocated to the test zone Transfer, after fulfilling the test conditions. If the bandwidth is available in a huge 

considerable rate then the Transfer in test zone is managed in such a way that there is a low occurrence of packet 

drops. The Transfer scheduler plays vital role in allocation of bandwidth for effectively providing the services. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this manner our proposed scheme, analyzes the Transfer Prototype to distinguish the legitimate 

Transfer with that of attack Transfer and effectively schedule the Transfer for better bandwidth usage, providing 

Quality-of-Service (QoS) for the legitimate user. As a future work we can consider the problem of IP spoofing 

in the validation module so as to address IP spoofing DDoS attacks.  
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